1. Title: Sons of the conquerors: the rise of the Turkic world  
   LCSH: Turkic peoples  
   Answer: 909.04943  
   *(Add T5—943 to 909.04, following instructions at 909.041-.049)*

2. Title: The big questions in history  
   LCSH: History  
   LCSH: Civilization  
   Answer: 909

3. Title: A timeline of the War of 1812  
   LCSH: United States—History—War of 1812—Chronology  
   Answer: 973.520202  
   *(Unmodified T1—0202; chronologies in including note)*

4. Title: Causes of the Anglo–Dutch Wars  
   LCSH: Anglo–Dutch War, 1652–1654  
   LCSH: Anglo–Dutch War, 1664–1667  
   Answer: 949.204  
   *(Can’t add further because Anglo–Dutch Wars are in an including note and there’s no double dagger)*

5. Title: Holocaust Remembrance Day in Mainz  
   LCSH: Mainz (Rhineland–Palatinate, Germany)—History  
   LCSH: Holocaust Remembrance Day—Germany—Mainz (Rhineland–Palatinate)  
   LCSH: Holocaust, Jewish (1939–1945)—Anniversaries, etc.  
   Answer: 940.53186209434351  
   *(940.531862 + T1—09 + T2—434351)*

6. Title: 2010 hostel guide for Germany  
   LCSH: Tourist camps, hostels, etc.—Germany—Guidebooks  
   LCSH: Germany—Guidebooks  
   Answer: 914.3066883  
   *(Base number 91 + T2—43 [following instructions at 913–919] + 066 [from add table under 913–919] + 883 [the numbers following 943.0 in 943.0883, following instructions at notation 0661–0669 in the add table under 913–919])*
7. Title: 2005 Oslo telephone directory
   Answer: 914.8210025
   (Base number 91 + T2—4821 [following instructions at 913-919] + 0025 [from add table under 913-919])

8. Title: After the rescue: Jewish identity and community in contemporary Denmark
   LCSH: Jews—Denmark—Identity
   LCSH: Jews—Denmark—History—20th century
   LCSH: Jews—Denmark—Politics and government—20th century
   LCSH: Jews—Denmark—Social life and customs—20th century
   LCSH: Judaism—Denmark—History—20th century
   LCSH: Denmark—Ethnic relations
   Answer: 948.9004924009045
   (Base number 9 + T2—489 [following instructions at 930-990] + 004 [from modified standard subdivisions in add table under 930-990, following instructions at 948.9001-948.9009] + T5—924 [following instructions at 004 in add table under 930-990] + T1—09045 [standard subdivisions use 00 if notation from Table 2 not added first to T5 notation])

9. Title: Life in Vienna in the 1970s
   Answer: 943.6130533
   (Base number 9 + T2—43613 [following instructions at 930-990] + 0 + 533 [numbers following 943.60 in 943.60533, following instructions at notation 01-09 in add table under 930-990])

10. Title: Gabriel García Moreno (President of Ecuador, 1861–75)
    LCSH: García Moreno, Gabriel, 1821–1875
    LCSH: Ecuador—History—1830–1895
    LCSH: Presidents—Ecuador—Biography
    Answer: 986.606092
    (Base number 9 + T2—866 + 0 + 6 = 986.606 + T1—092)
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